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There is little doubt that religion as a social institution has been a 
major concern of social theorists from their origin. Auguste Comte was cer­
interested in the force which "traditional" religion had upon society 
of his vintage. Comte even sought to establish a new religion of Humanity, 
which ,,'muld 
religions. 
and intensify the socially useful functions of traditional 
However, the social theoretical contemporaries of Comte who formulated 
and promoted the philosophies of positivism and economic determinism viewed 
religion as a negligible social force. Therefore, a minimal amount of socio­
logical research in religion was explored by tl�se schools of thought. 
Wi th the arrival of the German sociologist 1'1ax "Jeber and his J!'rench con­
, Emile Durkheim, a challenge to the old s ystems of thought were 
raised the place of religion in human society. Both of these 
theorists pushed against the old thought that was 
superstition and hallucination based on manls illl,a pre-scientific 
age. to previous thought wauld be obsolete in an era of 
science and rational enlightenment. 
Durkheim investigated the roots of religion in society in The ����� 
His findings revealed that religious institutions are 
and necessary 
moral power of which the 
in the 
static element is 
in any stable social system. The external 
institution and is embodied 
institution itself and society as well. Some basic 
to underlie all and the which 
human societies to survive and to continue. Thus for Durkheim the threads 
of belief are sewed into the fabric of itself and in 
the nature of human relationships . Contrary to earlier theories , religion is  
not merely ignor�nce and superstition of men . Religion is  necessarily a func-
tional of society and necessary for man ' s social and psychic well  being. 
Max Weber , in his e ssay The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Cap italism , 
confronted the economic determinists . Weber showed that economic institutions 
were not the cause of all social change . The source of the spirit of capitalism 
could be found in Protestantism in general and specifically in Calvinism and 
Puritanism . The theology of certain religious movements contained elements which 
would re�orientate men' s thinking concerning economic activity . F or example ,  
Luther and Calvin preached that work was a means of glorifying God and prosperity 
was a sign of God ' s blessing . Yet personal indulgence was distasteful and sinful . 
Such doctrine helped lay the foundation for the emergence of capitalism .  Thought 
of religious institutions would effect social change in economic institutions . 
For Weber , the complex social system was organic in that change in one of 
the system (religion )  could produce change in another part (economic ) . 
S ince Durkheim and \�eber there has been relatively l ittle research in the 
area of religion as compared to other areas of sociological inquiry . As one 
sociologist points out , " Less  syst.ematic sociological research has been devoted 
to religion than tos:n:::J" other institution of our society . 
lacking are studies of the inter-relations between modern religious institutions 
and other basic institutional systems • • •  As a result we do not know much more 
today about the influence of religious institutions on secular institutions in 
1 modern society than was known a half a century ago ." 
1 Gerhard Lenski , Religious A ������ ��_, 
Doubleday and , Inc . ,  1 963 ) , pp . 2 and 
(Garden City : 
One piece of recent research demands our attention because of 
its bearing upon this study. Under the direction of Dr. Gerhard Lenski, Asso-
ciate Professor of Sociology at The University of Michigan, the Detroit Area 
Study was carried out in 1 957 and 1 958 . A cross-section denominationally and 
socio-economically of the metropolitan area of Detroit was sampled, both laymen 
and clergy. The purpose of the study was to determine what effect personal reli-
gious orientation of the interviewees had upon their daily lives. Of course, 
another area also probed was how influential religious organizations were in oon-
temporary American society. 
In the introduction to his study, Lenski pointed to modern theories of 
urbanism that may shed some light on why religion would have small fraction of 
force upon today's urban society. Lenski views the trends of accepting the 
norms of "tolerancel1 and Ilsecularism,,2 and perpetuating the tendency toward 
Ilspecialization" and "compartmentalization" in society as characteristic of 
urbanism. ]'or him, these social changes should lessen the impact which.reli­
gious institutions may have on secular institutions.3 
The conclusions of the Detroit Study place a question mark on the accuracy 
of modern urbanization theories, especially where "religious organizations re-
main and influential in contemporary American society." However, most 
important of all since this is the central finding of the study is that, 
2Secularism is derivative of the process of secularization. "Seculariza-
tion is man attention away from worlds beyond and toward this world 
and this = 'this present agel)." 
(N ew York: The Nacr'Iillan Company, 1 966 ),  p. 2. 
in various ways is influ-
encing the daily lives of the masses of men 
and women in the modern American metropolis. 
l10re than that: through its impact on indivi­
duals, religion makes an impact on all the 
other institutional systems of the community 
these individuals staff. Hence the influence of 
operates at the social level as well as 
at the personal level. "4 
From the standpoint of the various religious organizations (church, syna-
gogue, etc. ), their influence is being felt since, tlnot only is the behavior 
of men influenced by the socio-religious groups to which they belong; our evi-
dence (Detroit Study) also indicates it is influenced by their 'religious orien-
tations. !" 
The theoretical concern of the study administered at \{esley United Metho-
dist Church. in this paper was to record to what extent a portion of the member-
ship would allow the church to influence society beyond the church doors. This 
study sought to record the permissiveness of allowing social change 
to occur within Church itself as a social institution and outside this 
church as it sought to influence other social institutions , business, 
etc. ). In brief, the Wesley study records the openess to social change on the 
of the membership. 
In one sense, this under consideration reversed the pur-
pose of Lenskils Detroit study. Lenski discovered that religioll on a social 
level influences community systems !1via the individual." The 
Church study the religious influence to social institutions Ilvia 
the church" as a collective social group. 
An to this is the doubt 
ciative purpose of a local group. Is the local church an 
, p. 320. 
to the as so-
social group 
in purpose and goals or does the local church have a social collective I1going 
concern!! which unites it and makes it a catalyst for social change? These are 
theoretical stimulants to be considered. 
B,ackf;jround -to 
The stimulation for this research project came from the Hesearch and 
Policy Com ittee of ',lesley United Hethodist Church � Bloomington, Illinois . 
One member of this committee described it as having little authority but a 
great conceI.'ll for the \velfare of the church. 
VJesley United Nethod.ist Church is one of the largest churches in the 
Bloomington-Normal community . Only the Second Presbyterian Church \vould rival 
it in membership. In so far as a church voice in the community, \"iesley has one 
of the ::,.-tronDest � One of \lesley Church I s former ministers, Rev. Jack Ne'lisome, 
vras chairman of the community Human :Relations Committee. Hesley Church is 
also one of the larger churches in the Central Illinois Conference of the new 
United Hethodist Church. Its influence can thus also be found here. hOvTever, 
\lesley Church has come into the national spotlight in the past tvlO years by 
the fame of the former senior pastor Charles Herri11 Smith' s book� ll2!!. to Be­
� !!:. Bj.shop �di thout :Being' Helie;:iouB. 
\,jesley Church, of approximately 2300 members, possesses the basic organi­
zational structure of the United. l\jethodist Church. A ministerial staff of four 
serves as the clerical heads of the church. Socially, the church offers a vide 
vari(:?ty of organizations to its members and solicits their attendance . [11he 
youth branch of the church, the 11ethoo.18t Youth l" e llowship , and tLe Ladies I ex­
tention, thG i.iomen is ;:'( ociety of Christian Service, are among the lar{l;est social 
offerin{;s. HO\'lever, the �5ingle Young .Arlult group, the HEr. and Urs." group, 
"PIUB U1 trail ( for young \V01l18n ) , and the 'Friendship Clubll (for older ladies ) , 
are a samplo of the variety of groups 1;111ich promote sochd interaction with the 
church. AB Gibson ' inte:r.'s in �J.lhe C)uhu.r1mn Capt.ivity of the Church.has vvell 
pointed out, such social e!1COuragement \vi thin the oh\"1).'ch is one of the outstaneJ.-· 
ing chara.ot(�ristics of American J?rotestal isIll. 
(- ; 
The purpose of this project can best be stated by drawing from the purpose 
which the Research and Policy Committee of 1/lesley Church adopted for itself. 
It reads: !I To determine the mission of Wesley United 
Methodist Church; to ascertain through re­
search of the membership what Wesley Church 
ought to be doing for itself and for hu.man­
ity today in this community and the world 
at large.1t 
As one can see, the sociological interest here is to measure the social 
change that the rank. and file membership wishes to promote. The \vord "mission" 
of course carries ecclesiastical connotations. Iiowever, more specifically, the 
word mission portrays goals that are to be sought. Taken religiously and socio-
logically, the project illu.minates the values which the members hold. As the 
values of the church , so do the values of its members or vice versa. 
This is what the project seeks to measure. 
The word flhumani ty" needs also to be clarified, although l1\vesley Church, II 
"community,11 and ""lOrldl! render some conception of the project's concern. 
in the project's context emcompasses the Church member, the 
non-member, the Christian, and the non-Christian. these 
seem somewhat and , but the hope of those conducting the project 
was that the results of specific interests revealed by the members "lOuld make 
these human 
\vhen the 
area of 
it. Thus for 
IVlcLean 
appear realistic sociological divisions. 
project refers to 
and 
lack of a better 
becomes the 
flthis 
the rural 
IIworld at 
II it is , 
region of IJIcLean 
, the 
II Of course, . 
the urban 
I'lhich surrounds 
expa.1'1se 
most in 
consideration of this project is to measure 1Ilhere and to VI"hat extent ,lesley 
Church should become sociologically involved in trlese demographic areas. 
Hypothesis: 
The hypothesis to this project is left open. The concern is wi tIl specific 
fact-finding in recording social change, rather than proving or disproving any 
certain hypothesis. Perhaps a valid criticism could be raised that our cate­
gories of sociological concern are too general to present a s pecific hypothesis. 
Again it must be pointed out that insignificant research in this area of social 
change in the religious institutions handicaps one by forcing us to take a large 
bit in the researcIl. The possibility of getting a portion, if not the whole, 
of significant results from this particular research pushes tllli project to larger 
categories and tIle interest in statistical results and correlations as opposed 
to proving a certain hypothesis. 
Oue of the most difficult decisions for any s ocial scientist to make is 
his instrument which he will utilize to collect his data. This decision certain­
ly ranks 1IJith presenting an hypothesis in the degree of difficulty involved. 
In this project there "Jere tv'iO possible selections in our choice 
of an instrument. One \'iould be the self -administering questionaire. With this 
particular type of instrument, one has tli.xee major problems. vall the recipient 
take time to answer the questionaire? One has no of a finished survey. 
\Ifill the person surveryed fully understand the questions asked? There is ah'iays 
the that various terms may have a of connotations which could 
cause the to be 
vfill the person anSvler the 
because of terminology definition. 'l'hirdly, 
This is a crucial socio-
, if results are to be accurate. fJ.1he perso n  may have one of sev-
eral reasons for "little white lies the the 
to have results. 
Honesty as the best policy was the chief criteria for selecting interviews 
as the vehicle for collecting data. The particular type of interviewing that 
was implemented is referred to as !1informal interviewing" in professional social 
research. The interviewer has a prepared guide of questions for which he must 
solici t ansvlers. The interview must be intensive, although the interviewer may 
change the sequence or schedule of questions in the guidelines. This 
flexibility in interviewing procedure allows the interviewer to check the honesty 
of the interviewee's response. Of course, the person may still falsify his an­
swers without the intervievler's knowledge, but the chances are problematically 
less when compared to the questionaire method. 
Much can also be said for the personal confrontation (interviewer to inter-
viewee ) which the method promotes. The interviewee receives answers 
to the doubts he may have in understanding the survey's questions. This 
interaction often allows the research to become alive for both parties. This 
social interaction often helps to create an atmosphere of openess, frankness, 
and As one person remarked, interviewing puts the personal touch to 
scientific research. 
Of crucial importance is the tecp...nique which one uses in select 
to be interviewed. The project's consideration was 
that would be of a cross-section of the 
the sam-
a 
based on 
, age and church attendance. For this reason the technique of II 
ment WB,S the most tool. 
There were two basic assumptions tllat prefaced the criteria for use as 
in judgment sampling. It was decided that ten occupational areas 
would a basic division into which a great proportion of the church mem-
bership could be placed. Also it was assumed that one could say what educational 
level and income would correlate with the particular occupation. And of course, 
all three factors, education, income, and occupation would determine social 
class. The concern of the project was not social class determination, but the 
social change reflected by occupation, age, and church attendance. 
Out of the 2300 'vlesley Church members, 150 members or 6 . 57� of the total 
was chosen as the numerical sample. This is an accurate percentage sample, 
since approximately 300 of the 2300 members do not live in the community due 
to a residential move. Geographical distance became a resistor to these mem­
bers voicing an opinion and understanding what social and religious activities 
are occurring at Wesley Church. 
Our first consideration was on tl1e criteria of occupation. The following 
were the areas probed. 
1 .  For this group, eighteen (18) were selected. The various 
professional positions ranged from a university president to an 
teacher. Also in this category were placed university and elementary or secon­
dary public school administrators. The primary concern was for these people to 
be working in education. 
2 .  This area encompassed a wide range of positions. Persons 
who were in administrative roles of large companies, such as president, executive 
, or were here. Also the manager or assistant 
manager of a local store or business was included. Twenty ( 20) this 
3 .  This is a rather vague category, so it was defined to 
be doctors (medical or veterinary medicine), lawyers, architects, certified 
public accountants, and funeral directors. There were fifteen ( 1 5 )  here. 
4 .  Entrepeneurs: As the term indicates, the busllless owners were considered. 
These were mainly owners of local businesses, although a few companies extended 
their sales beyond Illinois. To be p;Laced in this category, the church member 
had to be an outright owner and not just a majority stock holder of the parti­
cular company. Fourteen ( 1 4 ) were interviewed from this area. 
5 .  Government Employees: Any person who worked for the city, county, 
state, or federal government and received pay for such services was considered. 
A scarcity of such persons caused our number to be only seven ( 7 ) . Of these 
persons selected were judges, post office workers, county tax appraisers, and 
city engineers. 
6 .  These people were devoted to selling merchandise either in a 
store or to businesses in and outside the local community. These people were 
not in an administrative capacty. The persons selected were on a salary basis 
and did not have to rely on a commission. Usually there was the minimal require­
ment of a high school education. Fourteen ( 1 4 )  were in this group. 
7 .  Fifteen ( 1 5 ) people were interviewed in this It in-
cluded such positions as secretary, plumbers, machine operators, beauticians, 
and electricians. The educational requirement was some specific in depth train-
during or beyond scho ol. Usually the tradesman or technician had a 
diploma from a trade school. 
8 .  This group no special skill for admittance. The 
fifteen ( 1 5 )  selected covered jobs such as construction workers, hospital main-
tanence, gas meter readers, 
cational level was usually 
office workers, and bank cashiers. The edu-
of scho ol. 
employed often have an 
This division was included since housewives who are not 
active in the Protestant Church. Of the 
seventeen (17) interviewed, none Ilad gainful employment outside the home and all 
had at least one child still in school. 
1 0 .  Retired: Fifteen ( 1 5 )  persons consented to be interviewed in this cate­
gory. Both men.and women were selected. Housewives whose husbands were retired 
were also selected. The only stipulation was that there could be no children at 
home and they must be sixty-five ( 65 )  years of age or older. Continuity was stress­
ed in selecting people between the ages of sixty-five ( 65 )  and eighty ( 80 ) . 
The next criteria for selection was age groupings in tIle various occupational 
headings. Three age divisions were selected: 21 to 35; 36 to 50 ; and 5 1  on to re­
tirement. The divisions were somewhat arbitrary, but not without reason. Twenty­
one ( 21) vias selected as the starting age because of the legalistic point, and 
this is usually the earliest that one could receive a four-year Q�iversity edu­
cation. It was decided that from 36 to 50 years of age one seeks to become esta­
blished in his or her occupation or profession. Speculation set fifty-one ( 5 1 ) 
years as the age one considers the nearness of retirement. 
Also to be recognized is the fourteen ( 1 4) year span which lies in each of 
the age divisions with considered as the age of retirement. 
This adds to the justification for such a division. 
Considering the total sample of 1 50, the breakdoW11 for the age division 
is as follows: 
27 60 
It was assumed that the of those interviewed should fall in the 
group of 36-50 . This ';las the group mode. The 63 in the 115 1  +" age 
group is reduced to when one remembers tlmt 1 5  in this group are retired and 
at least 65 years old. The number in each group is not e any means. But 
the distribution falls this way, since it ''las assumed that the age group of 51  
years o r  older are more interested in religion and the church and are respected 
for their opinions because of their age. The concern about death and society is 
often intensified in this age group. 
The next criteria to be considered for selection was church attendance. 
three arbitrary categories were considered. Since vJesley Church maintains 
a reasonably accurate role of membership attendance, this division could be made 
with some justification. At the regular Sunday morning worship services, a re­
gistration of attendance is asked for from the pulpit. Certain persons are then 
in charge of recording this registration. 
The attendance record from September, 1 967 , to February, 1 968 , was analyzed. 
The number of times a month the person attended was average from those six months. 
The following division was made from tlle sample of 1 50 .  
Non-attender 
Moderate attender 
at tender 
l·1onth 
o times a month 
1 and 2 times a month 
3 and 4 times a month 
46 
45 
59 
attenders 
o 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
o 
3 
5 
2 
o 
3 
3 
o 
4 
4 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
2 
2 
o 
3 
o 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
o 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
o 
o 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
5 
2 
1 
1 
After several in depth discussions with the \,vesley Church lay leader, 
Mr. Carroll Oien, and the temporary head minister, Reverend Jack Newsome, ideas 
began to be formulated as to the specific areas the Research and Policy Com­
mittee wanted to explore. The time seemed appropriate for a survey, since the 
new church year begins in ,Tune and the former senior minister, Reverend Charles 
Smi th had left v/esley Church because of another church appointment. 
Appendix I was presented to the Research and Policy Committee members as 
an introduction to the areas that were to be analyzed. It was also at this time 
that four students at Illinois Wesleyan University volunteered to be members of 
the team that would interview a portion of the membership. All four of the stu­
dents had completed university course work in social research and were majoring 
in sociology. Two of the four had previous experience in intervievling. All 
four reoeived university credit for the interviews they conducted. 
The four interviewers were prepared for the content and context of ttle in­
strument. Research was done in the Social Creed of the Nethodist Church. Infor­
mation was furnished about the type of social services in the Bloomington-Normal 
communi ty. A fe,,, of such services are mentioned in Appendix 1. r he team also 
analyzed the March, 1 968 issue to the Together magazine which is for Ivlethodist 
families. This particular issue had several articles whicll reflected social ac­
tion views of Ivlethodist laymen, clergy, or teachers. J/lost important, the inter-
vie\'iing team participated in several training sessions aimed at and 
discussion of the instrument II), and the informal inter-
to utilized in the 
From the Viesley Church membership role , two hundred fifty ( 250) members were 
selected to the occupation, age, and. attendance criteria. Of this 
number , were unable to be intervievled due to a confEct of schedule or ill-
ness in the family . Significant to this study was the rejection to be inter­
viewed by thirty-tvro (32 ) members . This  is  1 2% of the 2 50 members contacted . 
A maj ority of the refusals were supplemented \.Ji th such remarks as " I  am not in­
terested" or "I don' t think the church should be surveying the members ." These 
statements exemplify the tone of indifference and resistance to social 
that the survey recorded . 
the mechanics of the study , two basic problem often plagued the 
research One problem \.Jas the failure of communication to inform the 
1 
Wesley Church members of the project . An article was placed in the weekly church 
publication , This ',"leek at ,;,;,,;:==�_, each of the two weeks before we solicited inter-
views . In but , the article the project 
and who vlaS it . 
, of the two hundred ( 250) members of Church con-
tacted for interviews , ( 42 )  had some knowledge about the 
The 1 of the total does not reflect the information in 1. 
Better than of those interviewed stated they read 
As a 
sent the church 
solution to this communication breakdown , a letter was 
fev! before his was asked To 
of this letter by the member because it \'las another of 
"church mail," the letter did not have a return addres s .  The effort was 
persons from or ill-informed husbands were then 
unaware of the 
The second vIas the time factor . Time d id not 
iron out the vIrinkles in such a pro ject . Therefore the 
and of the data was not forseen . A three and one half month 
tention needed to the tables and The 
would be rewarded a of research . 
re-
1 
TABLE I 
Question 1 :  Have you Question 2 :  Do you 
read and studied the read � "'leek At 
IVJ:ethodist Social Creed? "'lesley? 
YES NO YES NO 
OccuEation % % % % 
Education ( 1 8 ) 48 52  84 16 
Managemen t ( 20 )  34 66 5 1  49  
Professional ( 1 5  ) 49 5 1  76 24 
Entrepeneurs ( 1 4 )  35 65 53 47 
Government ( 7 )  60 40 87 1 3  
Sales ( 1 4 )  9 911 43 57 
Trade ( 1 5 )  1 3  87 42 58 
Laborers ( 1 5 )  5 95  57 43 
Housewives ( 1 7 )  65 35 95 5 
Retired ( 1 5 ) 
MEAN: 39 61 69 31 
Age GrouEs 
2 1 -35 years ( 27 )  22  78  52 48 
36-50 years (60 ) 35 65 84 1 6  
5 1  + years (63 ) 
�'IEAN: 33 67 77 23 
Non-attenders ( 46 )  7 93 42 58 
l'ioderate attenders (45 ) 36 64 53 47 
attenders ( 59 )  
�!lEAN : 32 38 58 42 
in indicates number interviewed in each category. 
I .. 
This  area was most cultivated , it  i s  an area of extention 
and social interaction the local church . The concern here was the response 
the to certain of ecumenism . Our instrument (Appendix II)  re-
corded the IS social sensitivity to other Protestants ,  Catholics , and Jews . 
From the conducted in the summer of 1 967 by Havens for the 
Midland entitled ,  one can draw some 
into ecumenical response in Bloomington-Normal . She interviewed mini-
sters out of approximately seventy-five in this  community . The basic assumption 
of the survey was " that by talking with the ministers , one i s  talking with the 
of the most influence in the religious community since the minister usu-
ally sets the tone of the congregation. If there i s  sharp c onflict between the 
minister and the one or the other leave s . "  ( p . 2 . ) 5 
the ecumenical social i s  on 
the clerical level . interdenominational or interfaith social interacticn 
occurs at the grass roots level of the religious Miss Havens does 
out that " there is  some talk of as a 
service ,  and there are a of other ideas for inter-
church • •  " 110st of these are still in the I talk ' stage • • •  ll ( p .  1 4 )  
The social of such services are questionable since the two main ecumen-
ical , the Ccuncil  of Churches and the ���e=l 
Ministerial Association ,  are lminfluencial on a scale .  
has occurred in  the I1Lnisterial Association in  which Catholics 
and Jews are members , little of thi s  
named survey conducted in 1 
Y.IVJ:. C .A .  
in 
has trickled to the local church 
with the 
level. The local YMCA has been the sale 
and discussions have grown. ( pp. 1 4- 1 6 )  
for 
1 
on which interfaith 
The Church survey reveals that there is an insignificant con-
cern from the local church membership to ecumenism. Within the ecumenical area 
(Appendix II, Part I) in cooperating with other Protestant groups or Catholic 
and Jewish congregations, there was an extreme negative response to meeting to 
dialogue on church doctrine, taking a stance on local civil issues, or promoting 
social groups for social mingling. 
From the comments recorded by the interviewers during the interviews, the 
members believe church dialogue to be useless. Many members stated that sessions 
on interfaith dialogue would probably result in nothing more than lectures on 
positions. Such a position was verified by a minimal positive response 
to include the st11dy of other religions in the religious education curriculum of 
the church. 
The opposition to the church venturing into the area of political involve­
ment (Table IV) reinforced the lack of support for an ecumenical stand on local 
civil issues. The Wesley membership registered corrunents tllat the local church 
is not, or could not, or should not be a force in any political arena. It was 
that the church should "remain concerned about the 
or religious dimension only." 
An ecumenical promotion of social groups for the purpose of meeting 
of other faiths was also dismissed. Often the remark was that the individual 
churches 
The most 
of 
retired persons, and 
social 
indication of social 
social and 
are the 
in ecumenism came from the 
Government 
resistance to eC1lmenical 
social 
their 
It has been that 
upper most in their minds . The 
these 
pays 
have 
amounts 
of taxes that finance government institutions . Too , perhaps for the same reason , 
the government employee does not wish to place the church in a political arena of 
social work . Older age and non-attendance seem to correlate with conservatism 
in these instances . The conservatism of the retired category is  reinforced by 
the statistics of the 51  plus years of age bracket . 
The main resistor to social in ecumenical worship is carried over 
from the social agency in the non-attenders category . However , the 
eurs and the 51 plus years categories are a paradox . vlhen ecumenical worship 
is concerned they are the most liberal of all categories . Concern for under­
and tolerating other faith s ,  at least in worship could be a factor in 
these extreme positions . 
, there are two across the board trends in response to 
Cooperation in and social agencies with other groups are 
most favored and least favored with Jewish congregations. The concept II 
undoubtedly allows the ecumenical interaction with Catholics more than 
the Jews . This  trend is seen in the occupation, age , and attendance headings. 
Another trend observed was the in the 
Both leaned toward implementing social 
scale . However , the above trend of more openess to social 
and Catholics as compared with Jews also to these 
and housewife 
on the ecumenical 
with Protestants 
I I  
Catholic Jewish 
*Unf . Undo Fav . Unf . Und o Fav. Un! . Undo Fav . 
OccuEation 
** Educati on ( 1 8 )  34  23  43 42 1 1  47 59 12 29 
l'lanagemen t ( 20 )  40 2 58 3 1  1 2  57 32  1 1  57 
Professional ( 1 5 )  22  4 74 36 2 62 37  6 57 
Entrepeneurs ( 1 4 )  56 1 2  3 2  65 7 28 66 2 32 
Governm.ent ( 7 )  68 11 2 1  69 4 27 73  2 25 
Sales ( 1 4 )  38 7 5 5  42 2 55  56 7 39  
Trade ( 1 5 )  34 7 59  38 3 59  64 3 3 3  
Laborers ( 1 5 )  44 1 3  43 44 5 5 1  75  4 2 1  
House\-/i ve s ( 1 7  ) 1 6  1 5  69 1 9  1 2  69 28 1 3  59  
Retired ( 1 5 )  ....5l --4.L ....& -2£L. � ..3l. 
MEAN : 41 9 50 45 6 49 5 5  6 39  
Age GrouEs 
2 1 -35 yrs .  ( 2 7 )  34  7 59 41  7 52  57 3 40 
36-50 yrs .  (60 )  3 8  6 56 46 7 47 56 3 41  
5 1  + yrs .  (63 ) ...2L ....5JL ...M..... -L ...5.L _2_ 
JYIEAN : 37  5 58 44 6 50 56 3 41  
Non-attenders ( 46 )  7 1  8 2 1  75 5 20 78 6 1 6  
Moderate attenders (45 ) 42 4 54 43 3 54 44 3 53 
Regular attenders ( 59 )  ..JL 
lv1EAN : 48 6 46 5 1  3 46 3 3  4 43 
*On this and all tables : Unf. = Unfavorable ;  Und o = Undecided ; Fav. ,.. Favorable 
**Number in parenthesis indicates number interviewed in each category. 
TJ\..BLE III 
Unf . Und o Fav . Unf . Undo Fav. Unf . Undo Fav . 
Occupation � % % % % % % % % 
Education ( 1 8 ) 23 7 70 72 1 2  1 4  89 2 9 
Management ( 20 )  1 2  1 9  69 44 6 50 40 8 52 
Professional ( 1 5 )  1 4  2 84 30 5 65 3 1  4 65 
Entre peneur s ( 1 4 ) 6 23 71 32 1 3  5 5  29  1 7  54 
Government ( 7 )  28  4 68 48 1 5 1  66 0 34 
Sales ( 1 4 ) 37 2 61  89  6 5 94 5 1 
Trade ( 1 5  ) 43 1 2  45 68 1 9  1 3  74 1 7  9 
Laborers ( 1 5 ) 39 24 37 90 1 9 98 1 1 
Housewives ( 1 7 )  1 2  0 88 3 1 4  83 2 9  4 67 
Retired ( 1 5 ) ..IL � ..:Jl -.5L ..22... 
MEAN :' 24  1 0  66 5 5  8 37 62 6 32 
2 1 -35 yrs . ( 2 7 )  35 8 57 82 7 1 1  74 1 2  1 4  
36-50 yrs .  (60 ) 30 4 66 73 1 0  1 7  77 8 1 5  
5 1  + yrs .  (63 )  
�I[EAN : 27 5 68 73 1 0  1 6  74 9 1 7  
Non-attenders ( 46 )  54 1 9  37 70 6 24  93 3 4 
Moderate attenders ( 45 )  2 9  7 64 72 1 4  1 4  75  1 1  1 4  
attenders ( 5 9 )  -2L ....§L 
9 58 75 7 1 8  75  6 1 9  
this  and all tables : Unf . :: Unfavorable ; Undo == Undecided ; Fav o = Favorable 
in indicates nmaber interviewed in each 
II . 
The purpose of this particular area of the survey was to explore the inter­
vievlee ' s  conception of the word lImission" (Appendix II , Part II ) . The three 
headings probed were to what type of should the mission be directed , 
what form of assistance should be given, and what is the geographical area to be 
considered . The Christian Church has in theory been concerned about its 
missionary work . This area was to illuminate the individual ' s  concept of mission 
and how it relates to church tradition .  
The interviewee may be in favor o f  missionary concern in � than geo-
graphical area , form of assistance ,  or organization to which tIle missionary assist­
ance is to be presented . Table IV thus records percentages in favor of the three 
divisions under the three sections. For example ,  83% of the 18 persons in educa­
tion favored the mission of Wesley Church to be directed in the local community . 
However , 75% of the 1 8  interviewees in education also favored the mission of Wes­
ley Church to be directed to missions outside the United States . If time was con­
sidered as a form of assistance for a mission , it was for the local mission only . 
In the educational 27% of the 83% in favor of having a local mission 
also that time given some Church members should be a form of 
assistance to the loca.l mission. 
In this area (Part II ) there were also a few apparent trends . The survey 
to more international mission concern than local or national . was re-
inforced by occupation, age , and attendance Another across the board 
should be gifts of money . VJes-trend was the most form of 
s effort should be towards those that re-
lated to the United I'1ethodist Church . rrtds of response to direction 
has been the fulfillment of traditional Hission 
the American Protestant context has been fI . If Money has been the 
main assistance to the mission of the particular denomination . 
Of crucial importance is the expression of preference for a local mission 
over a national mission .  Wesley possibly realizes the need of social involvement 
on a local scal e .  Several persons commented that the federal government was more 
concerned on a national scale for social betterment than it vias on the local or 
international area . Therefore , the church should concentrate here . 
Under occupation ,  education ,  professional , housewives ,  and retired persons 
are more open to mission on a local level . Although the concern for local mis­
sions is  fairly well distributed in the age groupings , regular attenders stand 
out as supporters for local social assistance . The 21-35 years of age group and 
regular attenders are more liberal in denotation of time to  a local mission .  The 
expression of moderate and regular attenders should remain uppermost in one ' s mind 
in this since these persons are members who confirm convictions by their 
presence . That is , if they respond toward favorability of supporting a local mis­
sion ,  whether it  be  religious oriented or secular , these person probably will 
carry out their intentions. However , perhaps the disenchanted non-attender may 
be pulled into the church ' s  main stream by the willingness to serve such a mission . 
Overall ,  the to a oriented or secular s ocial 
seems This  i s  an important surge forward in social involve-
ment for the church . However , the over-whelming response to 
organizations which are also by controversial groups or the 
(Part II )  places stipulations on what " type" of secular organization should receive 
s 
Gifts of money , necessary for continuation of any can 
become an insensitive donation on the of the The intervievlees , 
their desire to money as the main form of assistance, also 
their wish to remain socially and physically unattached from the pro­
blem that is to be challenged by the mission. Money becomes a cheap substitute 
for concern. Members have more time to earn money or buy equipment than they 
have to give for helping a missionary organization. The social distance created 
by a social problem cannot be crossed by the bridge of financial assistance alone. 
Vlith this of attitudinal giving, money often only buys time until the pro-
blem grows to greater proportions. 
There was also an overwhelming response to raise the money individual 
donations. Many interviewees commented that raising money in this manner would 
not antagonize those who may not favor the particular mission. There was also 
some response to small church groups raising money by undertaking projects. 
This manner of fund-raising prevented possible friction from occurring within 
the church over the type of missionary project to support. Obviously such com­
ments also produce the question of instability to the amount of financial and 
moral support for such an adventure. Would there be financial stability by indi­
vidual donations? Wlmt if there is the verbal support, but when money is needed, 
there is little donated to substantiate the moral support? The Commission of 
r'1issions and COIllmission of Social Concerns were as the arms of 
Church to handle such problems and promote such missions. 
% in favor of • •• •  
Education ( 1 8 )  ** 
Management ( 20 )  
Professional ( 1 5  ) 
Entrepeneurs ( 1 4 ) 
Government ( 7 )  
Sales ( 1 4 ) 
Trade (1 5 )  
Laborers ( 1 5 )  
Housewives ( 1 7 )  
Retired ( 1 5 )  
:MF.AN : 
2 1 -35 yrs" ( 27 )  
36-50 yrs .  (60 )  
5 1  + yrs . (63) 
NEAN: 
83 
1 6  
95 
69 
48 
40 
50 
53 
84 
61 
7 1  
70 
68 
Non-attenders ( 46 )  59 
Mod . attenders ( 45 )  62 
38 
64 
86 
28 
1 6  
36 
28 
38 
81  
47 
33 
36 
34 
31 
34 
75  
62  
82  
73 
59 
72  
70 
77 
90 
74 
63 
74 
72 
62 
73 
TABLE IV 
89 
96 
36 
73 
78 
68 
73 
61  
69 
75 
71  
82 
77 
82 
74 
79 
53 
36 
53 
45 
27 
53 
34 
70 
5 1  
72  
49 
7 1  
5 9  
67  
5 2  
53 
time 
27 
8 
60 
1 2  
43 
22  
29 
5 
63 
25 
29 
38 
29  
27 
25  
31 
97 
92 
72  
88 
73 
68 
84 
98 
94 
86 
79 
88 
87 
79 
86 
52 
38 
77 
51 
36 
44 
72 
73 
83 
58 
65 
82 
72 
62 
60 
36 
27 
62 
32 
30 
1 5  
48 
69 
71  
43 
63 
57 
61 
40 
38 
• attenders ( 59 )  ....J.,;=---_�_....J,.;;;.... 
**Number in 
64 33 7 1  79 58 31 83 68 
loc o = local ; nat . = national ; into international ; mono = money ; 
= x,iethodist Related ; R . O .  = Orientated;  N . S .  = or-
indicates nwliber interviewed in each 
III.  
Within this section of the survey , the response to involvement 
on a social scale was negative . This section was openly c ontrived to record the 
of the concerning his convictions of the social out-
reach of Wesley Church. Of those that did agree that a stance should be taken 
Church , a majority 
stance to the Church memb ership .  
that the church should the 
A and � of Part the instrument (Appendix II )  received the strongest 
rejection . Thirty-five percent was the largest number to agree that any discus­
sion should be entertained concerning the topics suggested in ! or B .  This 
" liberal" group was the professional occupational However , the 2 1 -35 
years of age bracket ( 1 5%) and the regular attenders ( 21� stated that a stance 
should be taken on these issues . 
It was decided that the minimal positive response discussion or 
that a church stance be taken was so small and that 
such a response did not justify a table in this report . The reasons given by the 
members for no involvement in these areas on the of 
Chl�ch were numerous . However , two were more than others . 
One was that this was not the main concern of the church . added 
that the church was committed to the religious of life and was not a critic 
for social • The other to 
cussion on such social matters and a church 
to The interviewees added that 
issues was too varied to on a social issue or 
stance taken Church would not be of the 
would , therefore, divide the church , more harm than 
was that dis-
on social 
The response to social involvement on the of 
arose primarily in the area of developing mtd promoting certain ser-
vices to the com�unity there is a need but no particular social agency to  
meet that need adequately . Again , one person may have responded favorably to 
� .Q!: � of the social needs he thought  the church should. explore . 
'1lhe most favorable response to administering assistance was voiced in the 
social problem areas of the divorced , the aged , and the criminal. Nost inter-
viewees commented that they thought service s  were provided for 
the blind , physically handicapped , and the low income families . Social services 
to the lnunarried expectant mothers was the most morally questioned. Some inter­
viewees expressed concern that such a social agency might  propigate the problem 
rather than illiminate it. Such a comment reflected that many persons thought of 
the social agency as an institution " to cure" society ' s problems instead of "un_ 
and the problem.. Also from this  moral facade, 
one can see that the lIdivorcedf! are much more than the mother!! 
by the church 
The housewives , and persons in education are more open to 
church social involvement thml are the other occupations . The young 2 1 -35  years 
of age group reflects idealism for the church ' s  involvement into this area .  Over-
all , the attenders' verbally the churches involvement into these 
areas more so than the non-attenders or,moderate attenders. This is obviously a 
omen , since 
their physical support .  
minimal 
to 
attenders substantiate their verbal conviction with 
the , retired persons , and 
such social adventures reinforced the 
same response in the ecumenical area (Part I ) . Here also these occupa-
tiona little concern for an ecumenical effort to social agen-
ciese was one of the checks on the of the answers received . 
To administer these sooial programs , the membership vlaS first concerned 
with acquiring volunteer time from professionals in the various sooial areas . The 
next preference was salar�ed part-time professionals  whether they be layrnen or min­
isters . 'rhe last ohoice among the three presented was salaried , full-time 
sionals ,  and then if  the need from the community was that for such a 
professional social service .  
favor of (%) ...... . ... Blind Handi- Moth- Div-
* 
Education ( 1 8 ) 
Management ( 20 )  
Professional ( 1 5 )  
( 1 4 ) 
Government ( 7 )  
Sales ( 1 4 )  
Trade ( 1 5 ) 
Laborers ( 1 5 )  
Housewives ( 1 7 )  
Retired ( 1 5 ) 
2 1  yrs . ( 27 )  
-50 yrs . ( 60 ) 
5 1  + yrs . ( 63 )  
11EAN: 
l"IEAU: 
Non-attenders ( 46 )  
fiIoderate attenders ( 45 )  
attenders ( 59) 
l"lEA1� : 
39 
46 
36 
23  
2 1  
43 
52 
59 
72 
-.2.L. 
46 
58 
57 
36 
43 
43 
3 1  
47 
3 1  
27 
22 
44 
63 
69 
78 
47 
50 
6 1  
32  
45 
40 
63 
72 
78 
63 
73 
5 1  
43 
1 8  
40 
53 
70 
62 
54 
3 1  
59 
5 1  
74 
84 
91 
61 
78 
67 
5 1  
60 
64 
....42.. 
68 
74 
77 
68 
72 
13 
62 
52 
81 
8 1  
3 3  
73  
67  
74 
73  
..2i.. 
65 
83 
74 
69 
69 
61 
Number in inCl_ icates number intervie,,, ed in each 
Crim- Low in-
86 
51  
85 
89 
69 
44 
63 
22 
85 
....3JL 
62 
55 
53 
48 
51 
58 
62 
62 
38 
76 
62 
70 
28 
30 
24 
74 
53 
51 
58 
43 
53 
60 
IV .  
The conviction that the church has its Ovnl of life and 
should not outside this  " traditional was emphasized in this section 
of the survey . there was an response to Wesley 
Church becoming politically motivated on a local , state , , or internat-
ional level . An uninfluencial of 1 or less in any , age , 
or attendance would care to discuss much less take a church stance on 
the issues in A of IV or any of Part V .  The possibility o f  a 
of and support for such political involvement with an even possibi-
lity of church disunity were reasons given for an unfavorable  response . Of course 
the comment that the political is  not the religious was also Also 
mentioned was that political party locality would conflict with church loyalty _ 
Above all , a separation of the church and the state should be maintained . Thus 
because of such an response to the , it was decided that no 
tables were needed for A and B of Part IV or Part V .  
It was speculated before the interviews were conducted that i f  any 
involvement 
Part IV .  
that should be 
tution 
absence of 
The 
the 
on the 
, taverns , 
and solved 
of the interviewees , it would be in C of 
and tax deduction 
the church in a 
moral 
, B lue La,.j"s , and the 1 8th Amendment to the United 
The 
Consti-
to the American church ' s  
or lotteries in a 
of 
involvement and influence .  The 
of the to 
for church of 
income 
of concern . The economic 
taverns or to this  statement of concern 
stores unlimited hours for business lmd the response the response 
was in each , age , and attendance 
The occupational of education and housewives professed to be  the 
most concerned for discussing and taking a stance on the i ssues . The retired 
persons also strongly support discussi on of the issues but are the most unfavor­
able  toward a stance on the issue s .  This is verified  by the similar re­
cord of the 5 1  plus years of age group . Although the regular attenders are the 
most eager to discuss these moral issues with political overtones ,  they are least 
receptive to proposing a stance .  
Even though Table VI does not record what type of stance should be proposed 
for each of the moral i ssue s ,  it does give one a general overview as to what 
stance would be a l ikely choice . The stances mentioned most frequently were 
stance to  members , writing a letter to the 
representative , and a public statement through mass media . 
it  should be remembered that an interviewee could respond to 
of the 
The 
of stances .  
s tance  of a public announcement should be analyzed most 
It is  such communication that means Church is  
convictions to the public . would be open to critici sm or to 
that as a churcl1 she becomes involved socially and politically . The 
her 
a letter to the l ocal , state , or national also is an indication 
that should respond to the world beyond the doors . 
at. . f f 70 �n avor 0 • • •  
Education ( 1 8 ) 
( 20 )  
Professional ( 1 5 )  
( 1 4 )  
Government ( 7 )  
Sales ( 1 4 ) 
Trade ( 1 5  ) 
Laborers ( 1 5 ) 
Housewives ( 1 7 )  
Retired ( 1 5 )  
MEAN : 
2 1 -35 yrs . ( 2 7 )  
36-50 yrs . ( 60 )  
5 1  + yrs . ( 6 3 )  
:MEA1� : 
95 
92 
88 
69 
79 
49 
73 
51 
90 
78 
69 
78 
79 
Non-attenders (46 ) 53  
l1od . attend ( 45 )  88 
• attend . ( ) 
l''lF....AN :  
* 
Abbreviations : Dis . 
rep . = statement to 
statement . 
Number in 
73 83 
67 90 
80 93 
36  78 
52 89 
50 59 
60 81  
38 60 
86 95 
91 
63 82 
49 72 
69 86 
6 1  84 
24 59 
80 89 
62 81 
:::: Discus s ;  
TABLE VI 
77 7 1  
74 69 
70 88 
5 1  62  
42 38 
43 43 
55 79 
55  48 
82 81  
75 
62 66 
44 60 
7 3  70 
62 70 
33  5 1  
80 82 
53 
47 
45 
24 
6 
28 
41 
2 1  
40 
36  
40 
46 
50 
27 
60 
St . := Stance ; 
demo = 
stance is taken , % in favor 
of : 
lob . 
97 65 37  1 8  34 7 35  
89 73  43 6 28 2 24 
91 80 36  3 37  1 40 
79 53  48 1 2 3  0 5 
89 84 57 0 1 9  0 27 
92 78 27 23  49 4 48 
91 80 1 5  20 63 2 62 
89 8 1  23  30 58 1 57 
89 85 25 1 2  57 6 60 
92 83 1 ....42.- -2.2... 
90 76 36  1 1  39 2 40 
89 78 2 3  28  52 26 54 
94 89 30 1 2  55 6 58 
....1Q.... 
93 86 34 1 6  1 1  50 
79 68 39 1 4  25 5 25  
86  37  6 1 
87 85 28 8 50 2 
--
9 40 3 
n . a .  = no action ; lob . 
demonstl?ations ; p . s . 
indicates number intervievred in each 
VI . 
In Patricia Havens ' study she suggested that 
the minister II set the tone of the congregation . "  (p .  2 )  It was the intention for 
this part of the survey to uncover what the layman thought the l imits of the min­
ister ' s social involvement should be . The speculation was that the response to 
this area would verify the information received in the other survey areas . 
The statistics received from A of Part VI indicated that the minister should 
be involved in all six of the church duties listed . This was to  be expected as 
exemplifying the traditional role of the minister . In all categories 9�/o of each 
occupational , age , and attendance groups believed the minister should be devoting 
his time to each of these six duties in A .  
The response was favorable from the 1 50 interviewed that the minister stlould 
have scheduled free personal time . The retired person , the 5 1  plus years , and 
non-attenders were the groups least favorable to such a proposal . Perhaps these 
members hold more of the traditional role of the minister in mind as the 
dedicated of the flock . Several comments solicited would such 
a contention . 
In , the the minister to be involved in projects ttlat 
\lJesley Church undertakes , although projects or organizat ions with a religious 
orientation would be highly acceptable . The 2 1 -35 years of age group and the re-
church at tenders are more open to the minister to become involved 
in secular or reI or if he so desires The 
ional , laborers or housewives tend to be more in this area also . 
The above statistical trends cross over into the involvement the 
minister . The most form of ministerial i s  
the members 1tlOuld 
minister his convictions political issues or candi-
dates .  No doubt the members believed the minister has the as 
an American citizen to a or express his political views . 
However , the minister should not be allowed to use any of the church' s  channels 
of comrnQnications to do so . Nor should the minister himself in 
such as a salaried official that would cause divided in 
his 
his 
t ime . In other words , the minister should be devoted to 
tasks . 
Of crucial significance i s  that the members are more tolerant of the mini-
ster having a salaried position than they are of allowing him to express a 
view with 
maintains a 
tones via the church media . The church membership here 
of church and state even in the minister ' s  life . 
% in favor of e • • • • • • • • • • •  
Education ( 1 8  
Management ( 20 )  
Professional ( 1 5 ) 
( 1 4 ) 
Government ( 7 )  
Sales ( 1 4 )  
Trade ( 1 5 )  
Laborers ( 1 5 ) 
Housewives ( 1 7 )  
Retired ( 1 5 ) 
2 1 -35 yrs . ( 27 )  
36-50 yrs . ( 60 )  
5 1  + yrs .  ( 63 )  
ME�N :  
lYlEAN : 
Non-attenders (46 )  
IvIoderate attenders ( 45 )  
Regular at tenders ( 59 )  
lYlEAN: 
* 
Abbreviations : p . t .  
orientated ; W . C .  = 
n . s .  = non-salaried 
Number in 
8 1  
64 
89 
6 1  
69 
42 
59 
42 
85 
....4Q.... 
63  
76  
70 
43 
78 
67 
TABLE VII 
39 34 
28 1 7  
56  5 1  
37  1 8  
47 20 
7 1  3 3  
60 26  
79 54 
91  50 
58 33 
65  69 
72  38 
43  
70 26  
59 43 
60 43 
r . o .  = 
e . O e  := express 
93 
89 
93 
90 
93 
90 
93 
95 
97 
92 
85 
90 
89 
82 
88 
92 
95 
75 
87 
79 
90 
37 
93 
....2L 
79 
82 
85  
77 
65  
84 
76 
28 
1 6  
59 
22 
53 
31 
38 
1 0  
54 
2 1  
33  
59 
39 
24 
39 
35 
orientated ; 
= member of 
number interviewed in each 
38 
1 2  
42 
9 
1 5  
39 
28 
28 
40 
1 8  
27 
60 
2 5  
3 1  
1 9  
28 
26 
s . o .  secular 
VII . 
One c8.l1not that in Protestant tradition the is the vital sub-
stance of  the church in  structure and administration . Therefore , the social 
function of the is  in the 
the question of how the 
and of 
views his the church. From this 
social function arises The survey to answer such 8.l1 a-
bout the of the ' s  social involvement . 
in worship services ,  church members to  obtain 
, and in the of religious education ,vere perceived as 
the prominent tasks of the lay churchman . Professionals ,  
housewives ,  8.l1d retired persons had the 
employees ,  
for 
to a variety of lay duties . attenders are the strongest sup-
for the 
church. Sales 
involvement . 
to be extensively involved in the administration of the 
and non-at tenders are the most withdrawn in of 
the sick and the minister to encourage church 
or attendance at 
man wishes to  
services 
This i s  true 
to be the most 
of the 
tasks the 
age , and at-
tendance groups as a \ihole . 
response to 
is 
\ii thin the 
church wishes to remain 
other social institut 
alone . Influence in 
for social involvement within the church and its 
clear from this area . For the church as a social 
structure , this is  Yet if the 
also 
as a force , it  
social group and as individuals 
areas of life or social institutions C8.l1 
be realized if the church works as a group . 
% in favor of • • • • • • • • • • • •  Aid in Pros . Lead 
OccuEation 
Education (18 )
* 73  34 59 42 42 86 
Management ( 20 )  53 28 52 31 59 69 
Professional ( 15 )  75 43 62 39 79 92 
Entrepeneurs (14 ) 62  38  55  40 60 68 
Government ( 7 )  70 55  63  50 7 3  81 
Sales  ( 14 )  42 43 58 34 75 65 
Trade ( 15 )  49 50 61 40 59 61 
Housewives (17 )  59 70 73 41 82 80 
Retired ( 15 )  ....4£... 82 � 
I'1EAN : 53 44 57 38 61 69 
21-35 yrs . ( 27 )  75 65 74 40 42 78 
36-50 yrs . ( 60 )  55  52 53  32  60 71 
51 + yrs .  ( 6 3 )  60 .-A§.... 
lvlEAN : 57 52 62 40 58 71 
Non-attenders (46 )  31 45 25  59 30 59 
Moderate attenders (45 )  62  60 75 30 59 62 
attenders ( 59 )  ...JSL. 
I'1EAN : 51 56 57 47 53 70 
in sis indicates number intervievled in each category . 
VIII 
One of the most reliable indicators of the values a institution 
holds i s  the educational background of that institution .  Upon: this presupposition, 
Q of Part VIII (Appendix II )  was constrl1cted . Of course , religious education has 
primarily been the child of the ChurCll . However , the introduction of secular 
education to the sample was for the purpose of checking the sensitiveness to at 
least studying phenomena of a social nature . Even sex , although it has religious 
wrappings around it , has not been one of the educational fields explored by the 
Protestant church . Offering secular education would also imply that the Protest­
ant church is challenged to exterld opportunities beyond the one hour on Sunday 
morning to persons who may not be members of tIle particular church . Secular edu­
cation offered by a church again opens the door to the outside world and leads 
the ChlJXch to social involvement beyond its stained glass windows . 
Education reinforces itself from the results of this area . The occupati ons 
of education ,  professionals ,  and government generally a high academic 
level in relation to the other occupations mentioned . These particular occupa-
tiona are the strongest advocates of more emphasis to be on ".W:::;.·U.:J..l::'U 
(Bible ,  IJIethodist doctrine , etc . ) mentioned than is  nOvl being presented in reli­
gious education of the church. The presupposition to the examination of Table IX 
is  that the intervievree had some knowledge of the education program at 
Church . Also to be noted i s  that the 
cation than i s  nOvl "V-18re also the most 
some of secular education .  
for more 
to 
The Bible , l'iethodist doctrine , and Christian ethics received the 
edu= 
Church sup-
for more Retired members were among the most concerned 
for these three educational areas Christian ethics . 
years ef age greup the least cencerned age group "'1.7''' 7'''' '' , the yeung 21  
fer these areas , Christian ethics , which received a No. do.ubt 
the older Chl.1XCh members view the Bible and J:.1ethodist doctrine as re-
sources from which one can draw to one ' s moral behavior in a social 
context . The younger Wesley members view the study of ethics as the major con-
cern for moral 
orientated for 
in The younger adults are less tradition 
the Bible at it is  to.  de-
nominational doctrine . They the desire of an inclusive to reli-
education as exemplified in the the o.f 
other religions . Non-attenders illustrated their nen-concern fer any particular 
area requiring emphasis . 
The censervatism of the retired members and the 5 1  plus years of age group 
in carried over into the realm of secular education .  liberal 
trend of the 2 1 -35 years of age group is  also followed . Particular attention 
should be to the social and the and family ( sex 
which received a affirmative response 
this is more wi th ym.l1".ger members and decreases in wi th age . 
Also to be 
housewife 
examined is the in the educational 
These groups such response hold the church 
to be as much for sex education as the educational 
the individual immediate On the the older members 
and 
for the 
church to hands off this sensitive area.  For them , the church a 
role as counselor when sex or arise.  such a respo.nse 
is the antithesis to. the Catholic ' s  view of the church' s  role in this 
The attenders the most response to this educational 
area in of the social involvement for the !1ethodist Church 
education and for 
problems or 
attenders were most vocal for an to 
secular education ,  particularly the study of social 
and the family . The desire to study social problems is  a 
most healthy sign toward social involvement . The strongest church supporters are 
basically the functioning parts of the church . They are at least "lilling to open 
the church' s doors and see the problems of society by the medium of education .  
This i s  the first toward social involvement outside the church . The sug-
interest in Christian ethics and the family also display an initiative for 
social involvement via behavior outside ecclesiastical activity & 
% in favor of . · • • •  
more emphasis on : Bible 
Occu}2ation 
Education ( 1 8 )** 88 
J:.1anagemen t ( 20 ) 9 1  
Professional ( 1 5 )  67 
Entrepeneurs ( 1 4 ) 83 
Government ( 7 )  75 
Sales ( 1 4 )  53 
Trade ( 1 5 )  50 
Laborers ( 1 5 )  68 
Housewives ( 1 7 )  89 
Retired ( 1 5  ) � 
MEAN : 76 
2 1 -35 yrs . (27 ) 40 
36-50 yrs . ( 60 )  83 
5 1  + yrs . ( 63 ) .....22.... 
MEAN : 73 
Non-attend . (46 ) 58 
IJIod .  attend . ( 45 )  89  
. attend • ( 5 9 )  
!vIEAN : 73  
T.AJ3LE IX 
*Religious Education 
55  
42  
63 
53  
52  
59  
62 
41 
7 1  
....52... 
55  
42 
72 
28 
88 
67 
MSC 
90 
38 
48 
52 
41  
40 
33  
57  
5 5  
-2L 
5 1  
5 5  
5 1  
49  
34 
59  
52  
C .E .  
87 71 
59 28 
70 59 
59 38 
55 56  
60 28 
38 28 
62 52 
43 63 
� -..4Q..... 
57 46 
60 38 
40 43 
49 44 
25 27 
69 40 
59 37 
MCO 
30 
41 
55 
3 3  
39  
30 
48 
3 6  
3 3  
� 
38 
25 
29 
32 
52 
38 
36 
O .R .  
90 
30 
60 
30 
52 
38 
53  
56  
40 
-2l.. 
48 
73  
55  
53 
26  
70 
52 
18 
39 
5 1  
8 
1 2  
52 
20 
25  
32  
....:!..L 
27 
29 
1 5  
1 7  
1 5  
22  
. 11 .D .  = JVlethodist doctrine ; �1S C  = r/lethodist Social . 
ian Ethics ;  C .H .  :::: church history ;  MCO :::: Nethodist Church 
; J . P. = job ; T . S .  = tutoring students ;  S . P. 
C . R .  = civil IV[ & F = and family . 
Education 
S . P .  C .R .  
7 1  82  36 83 
30 46 1 2  53  
60 59  3 1  74 
49 49 1 7  60 
33  59  7 65 
29 36  1 7  59 
28 45 1 9  50 
47 29  22  63 
60 63  2 1  80 
-2L -..4Q..... 1 0  
43 62 1 9  63  
62  66  3 2  80 
38 59  2 1  69  
1 2  ...iQ.... 
37 52 1 9  58 
1 9  37 8 43 
40 62 29 65 
37 56  
Creed ; C . }1� .  == Christ-
; O.H. == other 
=:: social 
in indicate number interviewed in each category . 
In order to understand more thoroughly the implications of the results from 
the Church servey , it might be helpful to glance at an observation made 
by a church scholar and teacher . Joseph Fletcher , in his book S ituation Ethics , 
presented the following description of pietism which concerns the ethical ( social ) 
involvement of Christians via the church. 
" Pietism • • •  reduces religion to religiosity 
by making it purely a personal and internal 
' spiritual ' or mystical affair irrelevant to 
economic and political matters . It encourages 
the notion that religion ought not to ' inter­
fere ' with politics or business , as if they were 
mutually exclusive spheres .  It hates holy world­
liness . 
" Pietism discards the Bible ' s  prophetic com­
bination of faith and action in favor of priestly 
softness and quietism ,  allowing a ' social ' s ide 
to only in a sect ' s  or church' s ingroup 
interests , in churchy affairs . It frowns upon 
all 6hristian involvement in questions of econo­
mic ,  racial , or political justice . t l 6 
It was not one of the objectives of this survey to take sides in the 
secular that is nOiri through the Protestant Church . Harvey Cox' s 
:::..:::.-==;;;;.. Ci ty and Robert Raines in The .:;;;.,;::..::;.;;;=;;;. .;;..;::;.:;.:=�=.:;.:::..::= clearly outline the 
issues of this debate . However , the results of the Church survey should be 
examined in the light of this controversy . Pietism and secularization are para-
directed to the social involvement within the church itself and whether 
the church should enter the social 
the church . 
Fletcher , 
minster Press J 1 , pp . 
, and economic streams that surround 
\'/est-
There are five conclus i on s  that emerge from thi s 
be 
1. 1'1embers '\vi th educat i on leve l s  tend t o/more o pen t o  
Church in s o cial involvement the l ocal church and denominational 
s tructure s .  Thi s i s  e s pe c ia l ly val id for profe s s i onal s  and educator s . 
2 & Hembers who are r egular a tt enders are more l ike ly t o  encourage V/e s ley 
Church t o  extend the church c ommitment s into the c ommunity and to o ther churches . 
3 .  lfousewive s refl ect the stronge s t  incent ive of al l categor i e s  for 
Church to broaden the f i e l d  of i t s  soc ial enc ounter with the world at 
4 & Generally , \4es l ey Chtu'ch members l ean more t oward t o  
i s sue s which have had strong moral c onnotat i on s  from churcl1 tradit i on . Such 
examp l e s  are l i Cluor , gamb ling , , fami ly , and " re l igious " pro j e ct s & 
5 .  Over all , C hurch members are primari ly c oncerned with s o cial 
involvement in the l ocal church and on international e c c l e s iastical s cale by 
the medium of group s , but an individual i st i c  t o  
social involvement with t h e  l ocal c ommunity & 
these c onclusions ent i c e  one to vi e\" the po s s ib l e  of de s -
l ey C hurch ' s  d e sire for soc ial involvement as encouraging o ther ob s ervat i on s  may 
check such enthus iasm . ';"hen the vari ous areas by the ins trument 
II ) , feiy areas r e c e ived favorab l e  than all 
To be sure , our sample was to be of the 
t otal , the Clue s t i on of how the o ther 2 ,000 members would 
severe s t re s s  on the reveal ed favorable to soc ial involvement . 
One must scrut inize the que s t i on of whether financial aid t o  an 
c onst itut e s  s o c i al involvement . members to financ ial as the 
of a s s i s tance s  to D onat ion of t ime which is soc ial 
involvement the last form of as s i s tance to be considered vIi th 
of the memb e r s  mi s si ons rec e ived more acclamation than 
local or national One cannot but wonder if money and 
are utitlized as tools to create social distances . That i s ,  financial to 
or which are miles removed justify involvement but not 
social involvement ( interaction ) 
One can close this project appropriately by referring to the cormnents of 
prominent Methodist Chu:cch members . r he results of the 1;�esley Church survey could 
become the substance of policy statements . �4jhen A. nudley 'vlard ,  general secretary 
of the Hethodi,.,t Board of Crlristian Bocial Concerns entitled his article in the 
r,1arch , 1 968 issue of ==.;;:;..;;=.. magazine , HAre Policy Statements-Useful?" he ans'vlered 
himself by replying , "Yes , "Then backed by study and action . II 7 
E .  Donald Longernecker , a }\1ethodist layman, in the same issue of Together 
speaks on the topic " Grass Roots Divided on Sacail Issues , "  and reinforces \�ard l s 
remarks . He contributes failure of discussing and formulating policy statements 
on any church ional level to three (}11e ,  there is the traditional 
practiGe of dividing the secular and the sacred . Two , an abserlse of definite and 
firm commitments by the individual members drains the of state-
ments . Three , there are no accepted guide lines " on hOVI Christians should put 
theolog"J into practice . 1I 8 
This  i s  for further and action on the 
of Church, in the Research and Policy Committee . Ward also 
out that one of the productive uses of such church pol icy statements is 
to " set the directions of the church for a time . u 9 It i s  that this 
project has placed \,Jesley Church on a road with the direction to  be determined 
the map of this 
• Donald 
menta Useful?" 
pp . 
p .  23 · 
can move in several directions . 
L .  f'loore , A • 
, p .  22 . 
State-
APPENDIX I 
Research Project for Wesley Methodist Church 
Terry L .  Clark 
PURPOSE : To determine the mis si on of Wesley Methodist Church ; to ascertain 
through research of the membership , what Wesley Church ought to be doing for 
humanity, (member , non-member , Cr�istian, and non-Christian ) today in this  
comraunity and thi s  world . 
General Questions : 
1 .  Age 
2 .  Sex 
3 .  Marital Status 
4 .  Occupation 
5 .  How long have you been a resident of the Bloomington-Normal area? 
6 .  How long have you been a member of -wesley Methodist Church? 
7 .  What church activities do you take part in regularly? 
8 .  What community activities ( social and political ) do you participate in 
regularly? 
9 .  How often do you attend church or church school? Less than once 
a month 
__________ Once a month 
__________ Twiee a month 
__________ Three times a 
month 
or more 
times a month 
Specific Questions : ( e .g .  " Church" refers to vlesley r1ethodist Church ) 
1 .  What is  your conception of the term " church?" 
2 .  What do you conceive as the meaning of the word "missionll in the Ch.ristian 
or Church context? 
3 .  What are the religious , theological , doctrinal , or social problems that are 
facing the church today? 
4 .  Why isnl t church attendance and church envolvement high among the indivi­
dual or family church members? 
5 .  Have you read and studied the Social Creed of the r,1ethodist Church?  
6 .  Should the Church develop more of a teaching mission outside religious 
education dealing in such areas as classes in j ob preparation , teaching 
the c ivil rights of tlle individual , special tutoring for students , or 
studying social 
7 .  Should the Church and as well as volun-
teer time to aid the functioning of the various community social service 
agencies such as : Booker T .  Washington and Victory Hall  for boys , Lucy Morgan 
Home for girls , Illinois Soldiers and Sai lors Home for Children , Home Sweet 
Home llJ:ission ,  and Headstart Program? 
8 .  Should the Church take a larger part in encouraging a spirit of ecumenism in 
this community by cooperation with other denominational churches (or Catrlolic 
and Jewish) in worship , sponsoring social agencies , dealoguing on church doc­
trine , or taking a united church stand on civil and social i ssues concerning 
the community? 
9 .  Should the Church seek to be involved in political action such as lobbying ; 
discussing election issues such as Viet Nam, civil rights , the draft , urban 
crisis , poverty , and foreign aid ; aiding in voter registration ;  or attempt­
ing to influence public opinion through mass media? 
10. Should the Church take part in discussing or taking a stand on world issues 
such as world disarmament , United Nations , East-West co-existence ,  U .  S .  
policy of isolation toward Red China , or question of Red China ' s admittance 
to the United Nations? 
11. Should the Church take a stand against businesses that provide poor vlorking 
conditions or poor wages for employees  or discriminate in their hiring prac­
tices? Could this be done by either asking individual church members to  with­
draw their patronage from the particular business  or by directing a statement 
from the church to the business asking them to reconsider their policy or 
policies? 
12 . Should the church take part in peaceful public demonstrations concerning war 
policy, the draft , civil rights ,  or controversial legislation which the l ocal 
or state government is about to vote on , such as open housing, lower age on 
minors to buy liquor , making gambling, lotteries ,  or certain drugs legal , or 
against organizations which have racial or ethnic qualifications for member­
ship? Should the Church issue a policy statement on such matters? 
13 . Should the Crlurch develop specialized ministeries (professional laymen or 
ministers ) to the blind , p1lysically and mentally handicapped , unmarried 
expectant mothers ,  tlle divorced , the social deviants ,  or the extreme poverty 
stricken? 
14 . Should social involvement in the corrununity be undertaken primarily as indi­
viduals or as small groups of church-related origin or as all out church 
support? 
15 . What is  the role of the minister : Should he become involved in political 
or social action outside the church? 
16 . What is the role of the layman? 
II 
1 .  Name --------------------------------------------------------------------
2 .  Description __________________________________________________________ ___ 
3 0  Time : Day __________________ Hour _______ _ 
4 .  Age _______ _ 5 .  Sex ______ _ 6 .  ll[ari tal Status ___ _ 
7 . How long have you been a resident of Bloomington-Normal? _____________ ___ _ 
8 .  How long have you been a member of Wesley Methodist Church? ______ _ 
9 .  vihat Wesley Church activities do you take part in regularly? 
____________ 
_ 
1 0 .  Hm'l often do you attend church? ____ a month; Church School?_a month 
1 1 .  What community activities ( social and political ) do you participate in reg-
ularly? ______________________________________________________________ ___ 
1 2 .  Do you read This � at Wesley? ______ yes _______ no 
13 . Have you read and studmed the Social Creed of the Methodist Church? 
Interviewer ' s Opinion? 
______ yes 
______ yes 
SPECIFIC ==;.' 
I .  Ecumenical concern in Bloomington-Normal 
1 • cooperation in worship 
2. meeting to dialogue on church doctrine 
3 .  sponsoring social agencies 
4 · on local civil issues 
j ob discrimination ,  
5 .  social groups -- meet to ac-
CO:MMENTS : 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
______ no 
______ no 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
II G  Individual ' s  
Methodist Church. 
of the traditional mission 
A .  concern 
1 .  local (city and county ) 
2 .  state 
3 .  national 
4 .  international (foreign) 
5 .  �vesley Church members only 
6 .  no outside church mission goals for VI esley 
COID'lENTS : 
B .  In what form should assistance be  given? 
1 .  outright gift of money 
2 .  donation of equipment , food , or medical supplies 
3 .  volunteer time 
c .  To whom should missions be directed? 
1 .  Methodist related organizations 
2 .  religious-orientated organizations 
3 .  organizations with no predominate supporter 
4 .  Should support still be given if organization is also 
supported by controversial groups such as Black Power , 
NAACP , Socialist , or Jolm Birch 
5 .  Should support be given if organization or progTam 
also receives some type of government aid? 
COIv1MEllTS : 
D .  If money is to be to mission projects that 
dertakes , how should funds be acquired? 
1 .  portion of church budget 
2 .  individual donations 
un-
3 .  small church groups Qndertake projects to raise money 
of 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4 5  
• Who should decide what missions should be undertaken 
1 • on Nissions and Social Concerns 1 2 3 4 5  
2 .  Church council 1 2 3 4 5  
3 · Congregation voting 1 2 3 4 5  
COf'll\'lENTS : 
III . Social Action 
A .  Should Wesley Church ( 1 ) discuss and study ( 2 )  take a stance on such issues as : 
1 • Business that : Discuss Stance 
2 .  
a .  provides inadequate wages (for family of 4 :  00 ) 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 
b .  provides poor working conditions 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 
c .  Discrimination on racial , ethnic , national ori-
gin, or religious grounds in hiring 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 
If a stance is to be taken, what action should follow that decision? 
a .  ask individual church members to withdraw their 
patronage from the business in question 1 2 3 4 5 
b .  Wesley Church should direct a statement to the 
particular business asking them to reconsider 
their questionable business  policy or policies . 1 2 3 4 5 
c .  '�vesley should issue a public stance through mass media 1 2 3 4 5 
d .  no action , just publicize stance to Wesley members 1 2 3 4 5 
COJ.1MENTS : 
3 4 5 
3 4 5  
3 4 5  
B . Should Wesley Church ( 1' )  discuss and study (2 )  take a stance  on community 
organizations which are open to persons which meet membership requirements 
yet are rejected on racial or religious grounds? 
1 .  Discuss 1 2 3 4 5 Stance 1 2 3 4 5  
2 .  If stance to be taken , what action should follow that 
a .  ask church member that belongs to  that to use their 
b .  
c .  
d .  
e .  
power to  the situation or withdraw from 
make statement to the organization asking them 
their policy 
publicize statement mass media 
to reconsider 
demonstrations at the building where the 
meets . 
no just statement to  Church members 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
C .  and services to the com-
social agency to meet that need ade-
1 2 3 4 5 
1 • Areas (e .g . ) 
a .  blind 1 2 3 4 5  
b .  physically and mentally handicapped 1 2 3 4 5  
c .  unmarried expectant mothers 1 2 3 4 5  
d .  the divorced 1 2 3 4 5 
e .  the aged 1 2 3 4 5  
f .  the criminal or delinquent 1 2 3 4 5 
g .  low income or poverty families or individuals 1 2 3 4 5  
2 .  Paid professional laymen or ministers? Part-time 1 2 3 4  5 Full-time 1 2 3 4 5 
3 .  Volunteer professional t ime? 1 2 3 4 5  
COlVllvJENTS : 
IV. Political involvement of Wesley Church 
A .  Should Wesley Church ( 1 ) discuss and study ( 2 )  take a stance on election 
issues such as : Discuss 
1 • Communism 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
2 .  Viet Nam 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
3 . Objections to Selective Service System 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
4 · Government aid to church-related sohools or 
organizations 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
5 .  Civil H.ights Looal 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
State 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  
National 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
6 .  Crime Local 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
State 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
National 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  
1 .  Poverty Prof,.rram Looal 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
State 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
National 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
COlJllflliiNTS : 
If Chuxch should decide to take a stance on the above issues ,  
action should the deci sion? 
1 .  no action ,  just publicize stance to vlesley Church members 
Local 
2 .  legislative lobbying 1 2 3 4 5 1 
3 .  make statement to appropriate legisla-
tion representatives 1 2 3 4 5 
4 .  Carry on peaceful public demonstrations 
at appropriate houses of legislation 1 2 3 4 5 
5 .  make public statement through mass media1 2 3 4 5 
COfiIlYIENTS : 
C .  Should Wesley Church ( 1 ) discuss and study ( 2 )  take a 
versial legislative issues if they should arise? 
1 .  lowering age of minors to purchase liquor 
2 .  making gambl ing or lotteries legal 
3 .  allowing taverns and liquor stores to remain open 
24 hours , 7 days a week 
4 .  no special rate for church mail or tax deductions 
for church donations 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
stance  on such 
Discuss 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
contro-
Stance 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
D .  If Wesley Church should decide to take a stance on the above controversial 
issues , what action should follow that decision? 
1 .  no action , just publicize stance to Wesley Church members 
Local State 
2 .  legislative lobbying 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
3 · make statement to appropriate legislative 
representative 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
4 · carry on peaceful public demonstrations 
at house of legislature 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  
5 ·  make public statement mass media1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  
COMJYIENTS : 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
International Issues 
• Should Church ( 1 ) and discuss ( 2 )  take a stance on such inter-
national issues as : 
1 • co-existence 
2 "  Itlorld disarmament 
3 .  United Nations 
4 .  Red China ' s admittance to United Nations 
5 .  U. S .  policy of isolation toward Red China 
COJVJ:r,1ENTS : 
VI.  "[hat is  the role of the minister? 
A .  Churchly 
1 .  preaching 
2 .  visitation to Wesley Church members 
3 .  visitation to non-members  
4 .  securing new church members 
5 .  c01ID.seling 
6 .  conducting membership classes 
B .  Community activities 
1 .  Should the minister have scheduled free time? 
2 .  Social involvement in community 
Discuss 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
a .  other than what Wesley i s  involved , with no religious orient- 1 2 3 4 5 
ation 
b .  other than what is involved in with secular orientation 1 2 3 4 5 
c .  only what pro ,jects Ohurch undertakes 
3 .  Political 
a. Should he belong to political 
b .  h'U'JIA.J.,u. he have in ? 
c .  Should he express on issues or candidates?  
i .  from pulpit 
ii . 
iii . l etters to mass media 
iv . in conversations 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4  5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
VII . 1;lhat is  the role of the 
aid in service 
B .  aid in visitation to Church 
1 • the sick 
2 .  to obtain pledges 
3 .  to encourage church attendance or participation 
c .  aid in visitation to prospective members 
D .  aid in leadership of religious education 
CO]YIJYIEINTS : 
VIII. Individual ' s  concept of " churchtt and its 
A.  Worship (includes I )  
1 .  services during week 
2 .  worship groups 
3 .  family worshipping in home 
4 .  ecumenical services 
5 .  experimentation in forms of worship 
B ",  Mission ( traditional idea - Summary of 
CQ1,1MEl'iTS : 
"mission" : 
Nore 
C .  Social involvement in the community (Summary of III)  
1 .  individual church members 
2 .  small groups of church-related origin ______ _ 
3 0  all-out church action 
Same 
D .. PoE tical involvement of "lesley Church (Summary of IV & V )  
1 .  individual church members 
2 0  small groups of church-related 
3 .  all-out church 
E .  Conception of Church 
1 .  what type of minister 
2 .  what peer group thinks is  
of : (SuwEary of VI & VII)  
has as a leader 
Less 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
3 .  one ' s convictions 1 2 3 4 5  
4 .  what and structure of think is best 1 2 3 4 5 
F .  Social interaction within Wesley Church 1 2 3 4 5  
1 .  family activities 
2 .  study groups 
3 .  fellowship dinners 
4 .  married couples group 
5 · youth activities 
6 .  unmarried young adult groups 
C01YfMENTS : 
G .. Teaching 1 2 3 4 5  
1 .  Religious education (e .g .  study groups , Church School , �rrF) 1 2 3 4 5 
a .  degree of emphasis  overall 
b .  Emphasis on: 
Bible 
Nethodist doctrine 
Methodist S ocial Creed 
Christian ethics 
Church history 
Methodist Church organization 
Other religions 
2 .  Secular education 1 2 3 4 5  
a .  j ob preparation 1 2 3 4 5  
b .  for students -- for whom? 1 2 3 4 5 
c .  study social problems -- 1 2 3 4 5  
d .  individual ' s  c ivil 1 2 3 4 5  
e .  and sex education 1 2 3 4 5 
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